We describe DIRECT-BP, a modi cation to the DIRECT algorithm that attempts to perform a more balanced search about the best point found in each iteration. DIRECT ensures the division of one of the largest boxes in each iteration, which asymptotically guarantees convergence to a global optimum. We demonstrate that DIRECT can fail to e ectively perform local search about the best point found even though it globally optimizes. DIRECT-BP modi es the DIRECT algorithm to ensure more e ective local convergence. DIRECT-BP forces a subset of the boxes neighboring the best box to divide, and it provides a mechanism for the local search to move from one box to another. This allows continuous progress towards a local optimum without relying on the global aspects of DIRECT.
Introduction
The DIRECT global optimization algorithm 1 has been found to be an e ective optimization method for moderate numbers of dimensions. 1, 2 It has been used with much success for constrained ight path problems, 3 conceptual level designs of engineering problems 2 and for selecting points for building approximation models 4 where a broad examination of the design space is important. Cox et al. 2 used a modi ed form of the DIRECT algorithm to optimize the conceptual design of a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) con guration with up to 20 design variables as well as several algebraic test problems, while Baker et al. 5 extended the optimization of the HSCT problem to 28 design variables. While DIRECT does have a guarantee of global convergence to the global optimum, this result does not necessarily describe its practical utility in most applications. DIRECT searches globally for promising regions of the design space while locally re ning the solution about This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. the best point located so far. Because of this, the behavior of DIRECT about the best points it nds quickly is of more practical importance than its performance in the limit.
Other than the global guarantee of convergence, there is no guarantee that DIRECT will converge to a locally optimal point at any intermediate time.
DIRECT may have di culty extending its local search past the bounds of the current best box, since it divides the design space into separate regions or boxes. Thus DIRECT only moves its local search between boxes when the global search identi es a better box. This can lead to DIRECT dividing boxes arbitrarily small on the border of a much larger box and indicating that no improvement can be made about that point when the local slope is clearly not zero.
Several implementations have incorporated a local optimizer into DIRECT, either at the end of the optimization 2 or periodically during the DIRECT optimization, 6 which has partially solved this problem. This has worked well for smooth functions with widely separated local optima where a local optimizer can quickly move to the only optimum in the immediate vicinity. However, for noisy functions with large numbers of weak local minima in the region of a true minimum, a local optimizer might easily become trapped and fail to locate the best point. It would be preferable in this case to modify the DIRECT search to allow it to re ne boxes in the neighborhood of the best point without being con ned by the bounds of the current best box. For this reason we have reexamined the local search by DIRECT about the best point.
The modi ed version of DIRECT, DIRECT-BP for Box Penetration, forces the neighboring boxes of the best box to be divided at a similar rate as the best box. This will allow DIRECT-BP to extend its search for a local optimum beyond the bounds of the best box. This local search is inspired by generalized pattern search theory. 7 By forcing the neighboring boxes to be divided as the best box is shrunk, DIRECT-BP will be able to detect better regions near the best box that were masked by large neighbors with poor function values at the center.
The next section describes the original DIRECT algorithm and the way that it is normally used. Next, we describe how DIRECT can be misled by even a simple problem, and we describe the modications we have made to improve the search in the neighborhood of the best point. We then compare the performance of DIRECT and DIRECT-BP for a simple test problem. Finally, we compare the performance of these methods on several test problems. A table of the notation used throughout the paper is included in the Appendix.
DIRECT Algorithm Overview
The DIRECT algorithm 1 is a variation of Lipschitzian optimization that uses all values for the Lipschitz constant. The basic problem that DI-RECT can solve is de ned as
where x L ; x U 2 R n are simple bounds on the vector x. Implementations of DIRECT commonly renormalize these bounds such that x L = 0 and x U = e = (1,: : : ,1).
Classical Lipschitzian optimization requires the user to specify the Lipschitz constant K, which is used as a prediction of the maximum possible slope of the objective function over the global domain. Lipschitzian optimization uses the value of the objective function at the corners of each box and K to nd the box with potentially the lowest objective function value. The design with the predicted minimum possible function value is evaluated and the process is repeated for a set number of iterations. This method is guaranteed to eventually locate the global optimum for a Lipschitz continuous function provided a large enough value of K is used.
The DIRECT algorithm is given in Figure 1 . The parameter 0 de nes the minimum box diameter that is divided by DIRECT. If is nonzero, then it can implicitly de ne a stopping condition for DIRECT. The boxes generated by DIRECT can be uniquely labeled with an integer index, j. We denote the center of box j as c j , and let X j (t) denote box j in iteration t. This re ects the fact that the size of box j can vary over time, but the center remains the same. The set B t is the set of all boxes considered in iteration t. Note that boxes are never removed from B t ; dividing a box X j (t) simply shrinks it and adds new boxes, so X j (t + 1) 2 B t+1 after X j (t) is divided. We denote the best box in iteration t as X (t), which has center c (t). The function diam(X j (t)) computes the diameter of X j (t), the distance from one vertex to the opposite vertex of X j (t). Finally, recall that e i is the unit vector in the i-th dimension.
1. Normalize the search space to the unit box.
Evaluate f(c 1 ), and set B t = fX 1 (1) DIRECT does not require an estimate of the Lipschitz constant. Instead of evaluating every vertex of each box, DIRECT uses the function value at the center of each box and the box size to nd the boxes potentially contain the optimum. This reduces the number of points that need to be an-alyzed at the rst iteration and allows us to use DIRECT on problems of higher dimension than are usually feasible for standard Lipschitzian optimization. DIRECT selects a box j to divide if using some Lipschitz constant K j , that box could contain a lower function value than any other box.
Since DIRECT divides boxes of all scales simultaneously, it can perform both a localized search and a global search (using both low and high values for K). However, to ensure su cient local progress, K is required to be large enough that there is a minimum possible improvement, , over the current best point based on a slope of K. This is to prevent a small box from being divided when there is not much predicted possible improvement within that box. This lower bound on K is a function of box size; smaller boxes will have a higher lower bound than larger boxes. For our work we have used = 10 ?8 . In Figure 3 , each of the boxes is one of six sizes. The best design from the third smallest box size, the largest and next to largest box sizes are potentially optimal because, for each of these, there is some value of K where that box could contain a better design than any other box. The box with the lowest function value is not potentially optimal because it is not a large improvement over the function value of the next larger box on the convex hull. Any value of K which would make this box potentially optimal would not provide for su cient improvement over the current best value.
Potentially optimal boxes are divided into thirds on their long sides. (See Figure 4 .) This limits the aspect ratios of the boxes to 3:1. Each dimension is examined separately, with two points added in each coordinate direction corresponding to a long side. Thus the number of points from each box division increases linearly with the number of dimensions.
Graham's scan routine is used to identify the potentially optimal boxes. 1 Boxes that were not previously potentially optimal can become potentially optimal in later iterations as the other boxes are divided. (See Figure 4 .) As the boxes on the convex hull of Figure 3 are divided, new boxes are added and the box that was divided becomes smaller. This may put a new set of boxes on the convex hull, some of which were interior points in previous iterations. DIRECT will usually select more than one box to divide at each iteration. This allows for a wider search than Lipschitzian optimization and makes DIRECT more suitable for parallelization. 8 One of the shortcomings of the DIRECT algorithm is the lack of an obvious stopping criterion. Different authors have advocated stopping after a set number of function evaluations or a limit on the number of iterations. 1, 5, 6 However, this does not take into account the behavior of DIRECT and can lead to continuing the search long after the minimum is located or stopping it while improvements are still being made. Cox et al. 2 stopped the search once the size of the smallest box had reached a set limit, and a local optimizer was then used to rene the solution in the immediate vicinity. This was motivated by the recognized characteristic of DIRECT that it gets close to the optimum relatively quickly but the nal convergence is very slow compared to gradient based methods. Additional, more exible stopping conditions are contained in recent work by He et al. 9 This paper will use all three stopping criteria for di erent problems and show the di erence in the results.
Convergence Behavior
The DIRECT Search
The DIRECT algorithm is a space partitioning heuristic for selecting the order of the boxes to divide, so as to bias the divisions towards boxes with known good function values while not ignoring sparsely sampled areas. Dividing the boxes in any order will guarantee that you locate a point within of the global optimum by the time the design space has been completely sampled on a mesh of spacing. The important distinguishing feature of di erent heuristics is how likely the method is to locate such a point when far fewer points have been analyzed. In this measure, DIRECT has proven to be a very e cient method. The global search using a high value of K is what gives DIRECT an asymptotic guarantee of convergence to the global optimum.
Step 3
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Step 2 However, this search is too expensive as a practical matter to depend on for locating a good value. In practice, DIRECT is run long enough to give the global portion of the search a fair chance of locating the basin that contains a very good optimum, which the local portion of DIRECT searches while the global part continues to look for a better basin. In this way, DIRECT only has to sample on a ne mesh near each good local optima and can ignore most of the design space where a sparse sampling indicates poor function values. One problem with this method is that the local portion of the search is con ned to the potentially optimal boxes which contain the best points located. As these boxes get small, the local search is unable to make appreciable progress within that box towards the optimum. It may be useful to enable the local search to move past the bounds of the best box if there is a large unexplored region nearby.
Consider a situation such as Figures 5 and 6 where X (t) is next to a much larger box with a poor function value at the center. When the local optimum near c (t) is outside of X (t), DIRECT is unable to move to the local optimum using the local portion of its search. Thus the local portion of the DIRECT search will continue to divide X (t) and sample points which asymptotically approach the box boundary near the optimum. That is, the progress of the local portion of DIRECT is limited by the boundary of X (t). The local portion of the DIRECT search will stall, even if larger improvements are possible in the neighborhood of X (t).
Asymptotically, DIRECT deals with this situation through its global search. By continuing to divide the large boxes in the design space, the algorithm will eventually divide Box 2 in Figure 5 . This would allow DIRECT to shift the local search to the box that contains the optimum and eventually reach the correct solution. However, Figure 6 suggests that almost all of the boxes that are larger than Box 2 will have to be divided before Box 2 will be located on the convex hull and divided. Thus DIRECT may terminate before Box 2 is identi ed and its sub-boxes are divided enough to locate a point that is better than any other located. This problem is aggravated in higher dimensional problems. The number of boxes will increase rapidly with the number of dimensions, and each box will generate more new boxes when it is divided. This results in more large boxes which may need to be divided before the one containing the global optimum is identi ed. Previous work has attempted to deal with problems like this by stopping the optimization early and performing additional DI-RECT optimizations with a smaller design space centered at the current best point. 3 However, this runs the risk of excluding regions of the design space which have unidenti ed good local optima.
Demonstration of Local Convergence Di culty
In this section we demonstrate how DIRECT can stall in its progress towards a global minimum.
Equation (1) de nes f 1 , a combined quadratic and sinusoidal function. The last two terms are used to add`noise' and make the contribution from each dimension slightly di erent. The one dimensional graph of this function is given in Figure 7 .
If the design space is 0 x i 2:5, for i = 1,: : : ,n, then DIRECT has no di culty locating the global optimum at x = 1:1e. For a ten dimensional case, DIRECT locates the optimum in about 100 iterations and 1500 function evaluations. However, setting the upper bound to 3 causes the search to move to the wrong portion of the design space initially. For the same ten dimensional case, DI-RECT can be run for almost 19,000 iterations and over 60,000 function evaluations without locating the basin containing the global optimum. Figures 8 and 9 show the progress of DIRECT towards the global optimum for the ten dimensional case of Equation 1. These gures show how the progress of the best design stalls as it approaches x = e. The convergence of DIRECT to a local optimum depends on locating the box that contains the optimum and then re ning the solution within that box. For this problem, the function value at the center of the box that contains the global optimum is higher than the function value at any other box of that size or larger. This means that every other box with side lengths of 1 3 or larger will be divided before the one containing the global optimum. For the 10 dimensional case there are 59,049 separate boxes this size that would have to be divided. For most practical implementations of DIRECT, the optimizer would be stopped before the middle box is divided for problems of as few as 5 or 6 dimensions. This prevents DIRECT from identifying the box that contains the global optimum as potentially optimal before it is stopped.
DIRECT-BP
It is intuitively obvious that it does not make sense to continue re ning a box arbitrarily small that is next to a much larger unexplored space. A large box that is next to a very small box with the best function value found so far is more likely to contain a better function value than a large box that is not near a good function value. The variation of DIRECT that we propose uses this relation to improve the search around the best point found and provide a more balanced search around the identi ed local optima.
In light of the observations made in the previous section, we have developed a modi cation to the DIRECT algorithm to encourage a balanced search about the best point. By a balanced search, we mean that the optimizer must search on all sides of the best point on a similar scale before re ning the search within the best box. The modi cation allows the local search to cross the boundaries of the DIRECT boxes to reach a local optimum. It is referred to as the DIRECT-BP algorithm for Box Penetration to re ect the ability of the local portion of the algorithm to move into a neighboring box. The DIRECT-BP algorithm di ers from the original DIRECT algorithm by reprioritizing whether boxes are divided. Speci cally, DIRECT-BP may (a) prevent the best potentially optimal box from being divided and (b) add additional boxes in each iteration to the list of boxes that are divided. This reprioritization of the boxes in DIRECT-BP ensures that the neighbors of the box containing the best point are re ned and divided. This prevents the boxes surrounding the best point from becoming too large relative to the size of the best box being divided. This also allows DIRECT-BP to balance its global search with e ective local search about the best point without having the local search con ned to a single box.
Let j (t) be the smallest box edge length of X j (t), and let t = j (t), where X (t) = X j (t). Further, let v j (t) be the vectors from c (t) to the center of box X j (t), j (t) = kv j (t)k and j (t) = j (t)= t . DIRECT-BP uses two extra parameters: ? and . We say that X j (t) is a ? neighboring box of X (t) if it has the property that the box touches at least one point of X (t) and j (t)= t ?, or c j = c (t) t e i for some i.
The constant 0 < ? 1 is used to determine the minimal size of boxes in the ? neighborhood of X (t). This is to provide for a nite number of possible patterns for the positive spanning set, a requirement which comes from basing the neighborhood search on generalized pattern search. For the remainder of this paper, we refer to these ? neighbors of the best box as simply the neighbors of the best box. A face neighbor is any neighboring box that shares an n?1 dimensional face with the best box. Figure 10 describes DIRECT-BP, with modi cations to the original DIRECT algorithm in boldface. We say that there is a balanced neighborhood about the best box if (some) neighboring boxes have centers at similar distances on all sides of the best box. The formal de nition of a balanced neighborhood depends upon the notion of a positive spanning set. A set of vectors V is a positive spanning set for A R n if if each point in A is a nonnegative linear combination of nitely many elements of V . Consider V t = fv j (t) j X j (t) is a ? neighbor of X (t)g: Let T t f e 1 ; : : : ; e n g, such that the vectors in T t indicate the faces of X (t) not on the boundary of the design space. Figure 11 the ? neighborhood of X (t). We say that V t is a balanced neighborhood of X (t) if V 0 t is a positive spanning set for T t . Fig. 11 An illustration of the sets of vectors Tt used for X (t) at various positions in the feasible domain.
In
Step 2b, DIRECT-BP ensures that the best box is only divided if (a) it is not a cube or (b) it is a cube and the neighborhood is balanced. This allows DIRECT's local search to progress locally beyond the bounds of the current best box without relying on the global portion of the DIRECT search. The description of
Step 2b provides the basic requirements of this step, but we defer the details of our implementation until the next section. For example, the method for selecting boxes to add to S t in Step 2(b)iiC can signi cantly impact the e ciency of the search in DIRECT-BP. The most important consideration for e ciency is to rapidly form a balanced neighborhood with the fewest number of extra function evaluations. Thus, it is clear that an e ective design for DIRECT-BP will probably not include all of the neighbors that de ne V t ? V 0 t in S t . However, including only one box per iteration is probably not su cient to ensure rapid local search about X (t). Figure 12 illustrates that it is possible for V t to not form a positive spanning set for T t . In this case, we need to select a neighboring box to divide in order to improve the span of V 0 t . Regardless how the neighboring boxes are selected, V 0 t will form a positive spanning set for T t within a nite number of iterations.
When X (t) is on a constraint boundary, then the requirement that V 0 t positively spans T t to form a balanced neighborhood has the following e ect.
Consider some d 2 T t that is parallel to a constraint boundary. V 0 t will positively span the direc- Finally, note that these changes to DIRECT will not a ect the search far from the best point. Instead, the more balanced search about the best point adds an element of robustness to DIRECT by widening the search in the an area likely to contain the global optimum. Consequently, DIRECT-BP e ectively searches both locally and globally.
Implementation
The performance of DIRECT-BP may be quite dependent on the manner in which it is implemented. In particular, the number of points to be analyzed in each iteration will be signi cantly in uenced by the method used by DIRECT-BP to select the neighbors of X (t) to divide. Further, V t can become quite large, so the method of identifying V 0 t that forms a positive spanning set for T t may impact the overhead of the program. In our version of the code, we attempted to remain as close as possible to the original version of DIRECT to avoid hurting the performance on problems where DI-RECT already performs well.
DIRECT-BP requires that V 0 t forms a positive spanning set for T t before a cubic X (t) can be divided. Algorithmically, we break this into two separate subproblems. First, we identify a positive spanning subset of V t for T t . If such a subset does not exist, we select neighboring boxes to ensure that such a subset exists in a subsequent iteration.
Otherwise, we con rm that for all vectors v in the subset, jvj = t . If this is not true, then we select neighboring boxes to divide to reduce the lengths of the long vectors in ths subset. Figure  13 outlines the details of our implementation.
Identifying a Positive Spanning Set
An important subroutine of DIRECT-BP is the test of whether a set of vectors forms a positive spanning set for T t . The following theorem provides a general mechanism for performing this test e ciently (see the rst appendix for the proof). Based on our experiments, most practical implementations of DIRECT-BP will use > p n. Using such a value of , the vectors v i (t) shorter than t are guaranteed to span R n because of the way that DIRECT generates boxes. In this case, the check for a positive spanning set for interior X (t) only requires a single linear solve. Thus, as each box's v j (t) is added to V 0 t to help form a positive spanning set, only a single linear solve is needed to determine if a positive spanning set for T t has been generated. If X (t) is on the boundary, either a linear solve is required for each vector in T t , or an intricate scheme to ensure that all directions d parallel to the boundary are positively spanned is used, in which case Theorem 1 can be used by arti cially adding to V t all the outer normals to X (t) on the boundary. In this case, the requirement that the face neighbors of X (t) be divided to the same size as X (t) is explicitly included to ensure that the added vectors do not arti cially allow V t to span the directions d parallel to the boundary.
In our implementation of DIRECT-BP, instead of performing a linear solve to determine if a positive spanning set has been formed, we have implemented an iterative heuristic to solve for v m by maximizing the minimum angle between v m and all v i (t). Starting with v m equal to the negative average of v i (t), v m is moved away from the closest v i (t) until the smallest angle with the closest v i (t) can not be increased. If V 0
Maintaining a Positive Spanning Set
Whenever the set V t does not form a positive spanning set for T t , some of the neighboring boxes and X (t) if it is not square must be divided until a balanced neighborhood is formed. There is a set N of neighbors that intersect the space not covered by the positive cone of the vectors in V t . Dividing some of the boxes associated with N and perhaps X (t) itself will eventually generate a positive spanning set for T t about the best box. If all of the face neighbors in N are divided until they are the same size or smaller than the best box, then all of the coordinate directions in T t not positively spanned by the set V t will be added to V t and it will be guaranteed to form a positive spanning set (see below). If we also divide neighbors that are in N but are not face neighbors, the number of iterations needed to form a positive spanning set may decrease (though at the cost of additional boxes being divided at each iteration).
When no positive spanning set for T t is formed from V t , our implementation dividing all appropriate face neighbors of X (t). Additionally, we select other neighboring boxes to divide by locating the vector v m that maximizes the minimum angle min i cos ?1 vm vi(t) kvmkkvi(t)k (see Figure 12 ). The boxes, X i (t), corresponding to the v i t which form the smallest angles with v m are added to the set of boxes to be divided. Dividing face neighbors ensures that we eventually form a positive spanning set. Our experiments have suggested that dividing these additional boxes can help generate a positive spanning set in fewer iterations.
Limiting
Our search philosophy requires that some subset of neighboring points must de ne a positive 11 spanning set and that the ratio = max(t) t must be bounded above as t ! 0. If the neighboring boxes do form a positive spanning set but the neighborhood is not well scaled, then the best box will not be divided if it is cubic. Instead, neighbors needed for a positive spanning set will be divided if i (t) t . An e ective implementation of DIRECT-BP needs to select the smallest set of i (t) that are larger than t and that are needed to form a positive spanning set. In order to select a near minimal set of i (t) without adding excessive overhead, DIRECT-BP starts with all of the boxes where i (t) t (case 2(b)(d) if the size of the best box is larger than the minimum divisible box size ( ) set by the user. If the best box is too small to be divided any further, the optimizer reduces the maximum allowable length of the vectors used to form a positive spanning set. It starts with all of If vectors longer than t (or c ) were added to form the positive spanning set, then the best box is not divided at that iteration if it is a cube and the neighboring boxes used to form the positive spanning set where i (t) is larger than t (or c ) are divided. This is to force max (t) toward t (or c ) as the optimization progresses.
Note that the choice of can greatly a ect the performance of DIRECT-BP. Choosing a value that is too small can increase the number of neighbors that are divided and degrade the e ciency of the search. Choosing a number that is too large can cause the optimizer to fail to search the surrounding boxes until after the best point has been re ned to a very small box. This can lead to excessive sampling about a suboptimal box before examining it's neighbors or DIRECT-BP could reach its limit on function evaluations or iterations before dividing any of the neighbors. The value of ? has less of an impact and any small value can be used.
Local Convergence
Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the di erence between DIRECT-BP and DIRECT for the 10 dimensional case of the example problem given in Equation 1. DIRECT progresses rapidly towards the optimum design in the rst 40 iterations, but then the local portion of the optimization becomes stuck at x = e. DIRECT-BP makes the same progress as DIRECT in the rst 40 iterations, but in the next 10 iterations it stops dividing the best box while it examines the neighboring boxes for a better point. At this point DIRECT continues to divide the best box progressively smaller as it asymptotically approaches the corner of the best box. However, DIRECT-BP is able to locate a better point in one of the neighboring boxes, which allows the local search to step past the box boundary and progress to the optimum.
The progress of the local portion of DIRECT-BP may be slower than DIRECT while it examines the surrounding boxes, but DIRECT-BP has the advantage of performing a more robust local search around X (t). By forcing the neighbors of the best box to divide at the same rate as the best box, DIRECT-BP can move from box to box to follow trends in the objective function that may not have been apparent to DIRECT due to the placement of the analyzed points. The local search does not stall at the edge of the box bordering x = e. DIRECT-BP is able to step past this point and identify the actual optimum in the neighboring box.
Analysis
The DIRECT-BP algorithm was designed to guarantee global convergence while ensuring consistent local re nement about the sequence of points fc (t)g. The global convergence theory for DI-RECT applies equally well to DIRECT-BP. As a consequence, we know that lim t!1 j5f(c (t))j satis es the KKT conditions for a function f that is continuously di erentiable. However, our earlier numerical example illustrates that this convergence theory is not su cient to ensure e ective re nement about c (t) throughout the search. In particular, our example demonstrates how fc (t)g can begin to converge to a limit point that is not a local optimum for arbitrarily many iterations.
DIRECT's global convergence theory prevents fc (t)g from converging to limit points that are not locally optimal. However, the optimization can converge towards such a limit point for arbitrarily many iterations during the course of the optimization. Only when the entire design space is analyzed on an arbitrarily small mesh is DIRECT guaranteed to converge to the global optimum. By contrast, DIRECT-BP was designed to ensure local re nement of fc (t)g without reference to the global convergence analysis. In particular, DIRECT-BP may force neighboring boxes of X (t) to divide without considering whether these boxes are potentially globally optimal. As a consequence, we can describe a local convergence theory for DIRECT-BP that is independent of the global convergence theory. The remainder of this section outlines the analysis of this convergence theory (the proofs are provided in second appendix). The main result of our analysis is that there is a limit pointĉ of fc (t)g (to which a subsequence converges) such that if f is su ciently smooth atĉ then the limit point is a rst order critical point (a stationary point ifĉ is strictly within the feasible domain, and a KKT point ifĉ is on the constraint boundary). The proof of this result only relies on the manner in which neighboring boxes of X (t) are divided and does not involve the global search of DIRECT. Our analysis exploits proof techniques recently developed for the analysis of generalized pattern search methods. 7 Let t be the smallest box edge length in iteration t. Formally, t = min j f j (t)jX j (t) 2 B t g:
Like generalized pattern search, we can show that the points c j seen by iteration t lie on a mesh M t .
Consider the mesh M = fc 1 + z j z 2 Z n g; where c 1 is the initial point considered by DIRECT-BP. Theorem 1. fc j j X j (t) 2 B t g M t .
Theorem 1 shows that in iteration t the points generated by DIRECT-BP lie on a mesh de ned by t , so distances between points c j and c j 0 can be de ned as a multiple of t (e.g. using the L 1 norm). Our local convergence theory focuses on the distance between c (t) and the centers of neighboring boxes. Consequently, we focus on how t evolves through time.
Lemma 1. For all t, 1 t t .
The lower bound on t is obvious. However, note that this inequality may not be tight. For example, when a large box becomes the best box the value of t will be strictly greater than t until X (t) becomes su ciently small. It is clear that DIRECT-BP must reduce the value of t to ensure local re nement about the points fc (t)g. However, t is only reduced when X (t) is divided. Thus we need to show that X (t) is divided in nitely often given that DIRECT-BP does not divide X (t) when it is a cube and V t is not a balanced neighborhood. Note that in iterations for which X (t) is a cube and a balanced neighborhood does not exist, DIRECT-BP will divide at least one face neighbor X j (t) of X (t). The following theorem shows that there are at most polynomially many iterations between iterations in which X (t) is divided.
Theorem 2. Let N = max j (t) t j X (t) and X j (t) are face neighborsg : Suppose that X (t) is a cubic box and V t is not a balanced neighborhood. For some t`= t + O(n 2 log N), either X (t) 6 = X (t 0 ) or V t 0 is a balanced neighborhood and X (t 0 ) is divided.
Although the frequency of divisions of X (t) may vary (depending on the value of N), Theorem 2 ensures that X (t) is re ned in nitely often. The bound in Theorem 2 is su cient to guarantee that a balanced neighborhood is eventually formed using face neighbors. However, non-face neighbors are included in the de nition of V t , and dividing these may accelerate the formation of a balanced neighborhood in practice. Theorem 2 is used with Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3. lim inf t!1 t = 0. Theorem 3 ensures that there exists a subsequence fc (t)g t2T for which lim t2T t = 0. The focus of our remaining analysis is to show that such a subsequence can have interesting convergence properties. In particular, we consider re ning subsequences:
De nition 4. Let V t = fv= t j v 2 V t g. A subsequence fc (t)g t2T is said to be a re ning subsequence if for all t 2 T, V t is a balanced neighborhood, V t 2 V, a nite set of neighborhoods, and f t g t2T converges to zero.
Re ning subsequences are interesting because they re ect iterations at which the local neighborhood about X (t) does not include boxes with better 13 function values at the center, but the vectors V t positively span the space. Thus it makes sense to divide X (t) to more locally re ne the search about c (t). Further, a re ning subsequence guarantees that f t g converges to zero, so the search becomes more localized about a limit point. The following lemma uses Theorem 3 to ensure that there exists a convergent re ning subsequence of fc (t)g. Lemma 2 . There exists at least one convergent re ning subsequence of fc (t)g.
Our de nition of re ning subsequences is analogous to the de nition used by Audet and Dennis to analyzed the convergence of generalized pattern search methods. 7 Consequently, their analysis can be applied to show that the limit of any re ning subsequence satis es rst order optimality conditions appropriate to the local smoothness of f at the limit point. In particular, we consider the case where f is strictly di erentiable at the limit point. ? We say that f is strictly di erentiable at x if there exists a functional D s f(x) 2 R n such that lim y!x;t#0 f(y+wt)?f(y) t = D s f(x) T w for all w 2 R n .
Theorem 5 considers limit points that are either on the interior of feasible domain or on the constraint boundary. For some limit pointĉ, we de ne the tangent cone T cone (ĉ) = f (w ?ĉ) j 0; w feasible g, and the normal cone N cone (ĉ) = fv 2 R n j 8w 2 T cone (ĉ); v T w 0g. Theorem 5. Letĉ be the limit of a re ning subsequence fc (t)g t2T . Suppose that f is Lipshitz continuous in the neighborhood ofĉ and f is strictly di erentiable atĉ.
Ifĉ is on the interior of the feasible domain, then then 5f (ĉ) = 0, Otherwise, 5f (ĉ) T w 0 for all w 2 T cone (ĉ) and ?5f (ĉ) T w 0 for all w 2 N cone (ĉ). Sô c is a KKT point.
The following corollary follows immediately from the fact that if f is continuously di erentiable in a neighborhood of x then f is strictly di erentiable at x. ? Corollary 6. Letĉ be a limit point of a re ning subsequence of fc (t)g t2T . Suppose that f is continuously di erentiable on a neighborhood of a compact set containing the iterates fc (t)g t2T .
Ifĉ is on the interior of the feasible domain, then 5f (ĉ) = 0, Otherwise, 5f (ĉ) T w 0 for all w 2 T cone (ĉ) and ?5f (ĉ) T w 0 for all w 2 N cone (ĉ). Sô c is a KKT point. The Griewank function has a random component, the bounds of the design space . As a result, it was run 30 times for each stopping condition using the same sets of values of x U and x L and the results were averaged. The DIRECT-BP algorithm has two additional parameters not used in DIRECT, namely and ?.
designates how long a vector from c (t) to the center of a neighboring box can be before the neighbor must be divided and t is held constant. This parameter can have a large e ect on the performance of DIRECT-BP so three values were used for each problem; 15, 25 and 35. ? has less of an e ect on the performance of DIRECT-BP so only a single value of 0:1 was used for these comparisons.
Test Results
The rst problem examined was the bound constrained problem in Equation 1. Table 1 gives the results of the two optimizers on this problem. The original version of DIRECT was unable to locate the global optimum but instead stopped at the point x = f1:0g for all three stopping conditions while DIRECT-BP was able to locate the global optimum at x = f1:1g in all but two cases. In the two instances where the DIRECT-BP was unable to locate the global optimum, it still performed better than the original DIRECT. However, in these cases the value of was too large to permit DIRECT-BP to successfully re ne its search before the stopping rule was applied. This problem shows how exploring the neighborhood of the best point makes the search more robust and will lead the optimizer to a good local minimum when the global search is unable to for some reason. Table 1 Comparison of performance on f1 ( n = 10).
is more di cult. For both optimizers, and for any value of , the global optimum was located nine out of the thirty optimizations. However there was a di erence in the performance of the optimizers where it located a local optimum other than the global one. The average value of the result returned by DIRECT was 30% higher than that returned by DIRECT-BP. This was primaraly due to one run where DIRECT selected a point 27.5 units away from the global optimum with a function value of 1.17 while DIRECT-BP found a better point 12.1 units away from the global optimum with a function value of 0.147. The Griewank function has all of the local optima clustered in one area of the design space with a strong global trend to the global optimum. In this case, DIRECT will naturally examine many of the boxes surrounding the best box so the modi cations for DIRECT-BP do not have as large of an e ect. However, this case illustrates how the extra robustness of the search in the neighborhood of the best box can make an impact. Table 2 Comparison of performance on the Griewank test problem, n = 10.
Discussion
The DIRECT global optimization algorithm has been shown to be an e ective optimization tool on a variety of problems. 2{5 However, the local search characteristics of DIRECT are known to be slow compared to gradient based methods. In this paper we have shown that the local search in DI-RECT can also be hampered by its inability to move past the edge of the best box. By relying on the global search to identify good neighboring boxes, DIRECT can become stalled as it tries to locate a local optimum outside of the best box. In some cases this condition can last beyond the point where DIRECT would normally be stopped, causing DIRECT to fail to identify the optimum. We have shown that for noisy functions with many local optima, DIRECT-BP can locate better local optima than the original DIRECT algorithm. DIRECT-BP performs a more robust search in the neighborhood of the best box which increases its ability to move to the best local optimum in the vicinity of the best box. At the cost of additional function evaluations, DIRECT-BP can locate better local optima than the combination of DIRECT and a strictly local optimizer for some problems. The set of all boxes at iteration t S t
The set of boxes divided at iteration t X j (t)
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